at present, we observe a rapid growth in the development of increasingly complex ''intelligent'' systems that serve users throughout all areas of their daily lives. They range from classical technical systems such as household appliances, cars, or consumer electronics through mobile apps and services to advanced service robots in various fields of application. While many of the rather conventional systems already provide multiple modalities to interact with, the most advanced are even equipped with cognitive abilities such as perception, cognition, and reasoning. However, the use of such complex technical systems and in particular the actual exploitation of their rich functionality remain challenging and quite often lead to users' cognitive overload and frustration.
Companion Technologies bridge the gap between the extensive functionality of technical systems and human users' individual requirements and needs. They enable the construction of really smart-adaptive, flexible, and cooperative-technical systems by applying and fusing techniques from different areas of research.
In our special issue we present interesting pieces of work-quite a number of new technical contributions, ongoing and completed research projects, several dissertation abstracts, as well as an interview-that are related to, or even fundamental for, Companion-Technology. In the community part of this issue, there is also a conference report on the first International Symposium on CompanionTechnology [59] .
Content
This issue starts with an introduction to CompanionTechnology [48] ; it reviews relevant research areas; possible fields of application of the technology; and related research projects including those that have a particular view on the notion of a technical Companion. The technical contributions span a wide range of areas: Worch et al.
[73] introduce a robotic perception framework for perceiving and understanding everyday human tasks in a household environment. Schwarze et al. [68] introduce a system that assists visually impaired people to avoid obstacles in their close vicinity via sonification. The article by Gugenheimer et al. [58] shows how Companion-Technology can enhance a multi-screen TV system by placing projected screens anywhere in a user's home. Mehlmann et al. [62] present a modeling approach that enables the realization of natural interaction in artificial social companions. The multimodal interaction between a human and a machine is empirically studied by Rösner et al. [65] . Demberg et al. [54] discuss challenges in natural language generation and show how this field can benefit from AI planning techniques.
Further articles present three excellent research programs, which are all funded by the German Research Foundation: The Transregional Collaborative Research Centre (CRC) ''Companion-Technology for Cognitive Technical Systems'' [50] ; the CRC ''Information Density and Linguistic Encoding (IDeaL)'' [52] ; and the CRC ''Spatial Cognition'' [64] , which recently completed its 12 years research program.
Several dissertation abstracts from different fields of research show a variety of contributions to CompanionTechnology. These include safety issues of intelligent and autonomous systems in open environments [55] , multimodal behavior analytics [67] , multimodal emotion recognition [69] , and hierarchical planning [45, 66] .
The issue ends with an interview with David E. Smith, a senior researcher in the Intelligent Systems Division at NASA Ames Research Center [47] . 
Service
Although Companion-Technology is an intrinsically interdisciplinary field, we restrict our review on publication media to those of AI and related areas. Multimodal Interfaces (2011) [56] 
